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1.
INTRODUCTION
!• The Problem Stated Speclfloally
Stated specificaily, the problem here undertaken is oonoerned with:
A* Determination of the effect of ozone on
scores in Anny Alpha Intelligence Testa.
B« Determination of the effect of ozone on
scores in Seashore's Measxxres of Musical
Talent, Sense of Intensity, No. 2A, 2B,
(test for discrimination of auditory in-
tensity) •
0. Determination of the effect of Ozone on
scores in two tests of motor skill:
(1) Test for speed and accuracy of tapping.
(2) Test for hand steadiness.
D. Introspective determination of olfactory
threshold for ozone, and subjective estimates
of its affective results on the individual*
^* Background of the Problem
For the past sixteen years it has been the practice of the Psychology
Department at the ZjSassachusetts State College to administer to the in-
coming freshman class a battery of three mental tests on three successive
days of the first week of each school year. These tests are:
(1) Army Alpha (old edition).
(2) Psychological examination,
published by the American Council on Education.
(3) Massachusetts State College Scholastic Aptitude
Test.
Both the Army Alpha Test and the liAassachusetts State College Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test showed results reasonably consistent with past perfor-
mances when administered to the freshman class entering the college in
1938. The first test, given under normal conditions on September 20,
showed the freshman to be about 3^6 above the average for the past dozen
2.
years. This deTiation of 3^ is quite normal and can be adequately
accounted for on the basis of accident and chance. The third test»
given on September 23, the day following the hurricane » showed the
class to be about 8^ below the average for other years* This devia-
tion of 8^ below the average may also be readily accounted for on the
basis of emotional strain, physical fatigue and general excitement
which resulted from the hurricane and the efforts of the students to
help clear the debris from the campus*
The results of the second test, however, were inconsistent and
contrary to reasonable expectations. Ordinarily the freshman class
at the Massachusetts State College ranks about the 75th percentile
among the 355 colleges using the test for rating about 71>000 fresh-
nen. However, the class which took the test on September 21, were
rated in the 95th percentile. This abnormally high rating was made
on a test which was taken during the hurricane. The noise and con-
fusion due to the wind, rain and falling trees would appear to be
distracting. At a point half way through the test, the electricity
failed because of bz*oken wires. The test was finished without any
artificial light, under conditions so poor that it was very difficult
to read. It would be logical to expect, that under these adverse con-
ditions, the class would fail to attain the average rating for past
years. However, when the results were published they showed that
the class had advanced from its average rank in the 75th percentile
to the 95th percentile.
In attempting to ascertain a possible cause for this paradoxi-
cal phenomenon, it becomes necessary to consider the possible factors
which may have been responsible for the abnormally high score in the
3Physiological Examination given during the hurricane* These factors
are as follows:
Im Lowest air pressure erer recorded at Azoherst*
2, Extremely high wind velocity,
3* Considerable noise and confusion.
4. Poor illumination during part of the test.
5« High humidity.
6* Increase of atmospheric ozone due to hurricane.
The presence of the first five factors is self^-evident and indis-
putable; the basis for asserting the existence of the sixth factor
is the result of the testimony of three men, each of whom is competent
to Judge and each of whom stated that he was strongly impressed by the
unusually strong odor of ozone in the air during the hurricane. These
men were: Dr. W. S. Ritchie, Head of the Department of Chemistry, Mass-*
acbusetts State College; Mr. Stewart Seaas, Teacher of Chemistry, Amherst
High School; Dr. C. A. Petera, Professor of Chemistry, Idassachusetts
State College. Dr. Peters* observations regarding the hurricane were
published in Science , November 24, 1939*
In view of our present knowledge, the first five factors would
not be expected to contribute to mental efficiency; in fact they may be
expected to produce derogatory effects. The low air pressure factor is
eliminated when we consider that an increase of 1900 feet in elevation
produces a barometric condition equivalent to that which existed in
Amherst during the hurricane, and that such a change in elevation pro-
duces no unusual mental stimulation. The process of elimination leaves
only one factor; namely, ozone. The t^ypothesls that ozone may exert a
stimulating effect on htnnan behavior may at first appear incongruous
and implausible. Although very little has been attempted to ^Ive
such a hypothesis scientific status, there are existent certain
facts which indicate the possibility of such a relationship.
That ozone may possibly be a stimulating factor is made more
plausible by the work of the following invest i^^a tors:
1. Ellsworth Huntington, Professor of Anthro-
pology at Yale University, and an authority
in the study of the effects of weather con-
ditions upon human behavior cites evidence
to the effect that accidents and death rate
increase when ozone is scarce*
2. Glashier (1854) and Wolf (1855) in their study
of cholera epidemics show that death rate
varied inversely with the ozone content of the
air.
3. Pfaff (1852) cites evidence to show that abun-
dant ozone coincided with a minimum death rate
in the respiratory diseases.
4. McFarland (1932) states that oxygen deficiency
causes drowsiness, decrease in accuracy of Judg-
ment and decrease in coordination.
Thus there appears a possibility that ozone may exert a stimu-
lating effect, both physical and mental, on human behavior.
It was the problems and possibilities revealed in this rather
unusual experience in mental testing that stimulated interest in
this study.
EI3T0RICAL ^lUV OF IITBJ^ATOKS
1« Kftrly Inv<igtif:ator«
AlthoUf^h •xp«rimontal «vidaii<itt regarding thn effacts of ozon*
is both Inoonolusiva and metgr^^ tha hypoth^aia that la may inriue&oa
hufflan reActlona is by no meana new.
In 1694 Qlaiahar^ publlahad a report in vhioh ha oltad avldonoa to
tha affeot that thara axlatad a diraot ralj^tionship batwaan the amount
of atcsoayhario ozona praaant and tha number of daeiths during apidamida
of obolera* It waa bia oontantion that v han osone was acEirea tha ntim-
bar of dtiaths ro8a» wharaaa whan it baoaaia abundant tha death rbte
daoreaaad*
In 1862 Pfaff^ put forth th«t belief that ozone ms banafioial in
oaaaa of raapiratory disaaaa; ha atated that deaths froat auah diaaaaaa
vara at a aiinlmum whan ozena ma abundant*
In 1859 #olf presented evldenoa nesting doubt on the belief that
ozone waa beneficial and giring rise to a eontroreray whioh to this day
ramaina vmaolred* According to his evidence, during en epidemic of
dyaantery» deaths ware moat nunerous when ozone was abundant*
As tine paaaed, it sa«aed to strengthen the belief that ozone was
LsrQAtil* *nius, at the beginning of the present century the idea, that
ozone when added artifioially to the air is baraful and of no Bi^nl^
ficanoe in the araounts that occur naturally^was prevalent*
2m Runtin;-ton*e Hypothesis of Ozone as Stiiaulant
4
It rensined for Huntin^iiton to reopen the controversy by stating
the hypothesis that ozone when present in very limited amounts is bene-*
1* 01aisher» 1S94, Report on the kiateorolo^y of London during the
Epidemic of Cholera in 1894*
£• Pfaff, lk^6Z, Henles Zeitsehrift fw die Stadtaarzenkunde, NO. £•
3. «iolfe, U.^ 1855, Notes on £xperiiQents of Cholera and Dyaentery*
4* Huntington, K., Ozone, Health and Pro^eaa* Unpublished oanusoript*
6.
riclal. He states: "••« a study of what has been written about the
subject by others seemed to make it evident that the diversity of opin-
ion in the past has arisen largely from failure to grasp the idea that
the presence of a very limited amount of ozone in the air is beneficial^
but larger amounts are harmful***
Huntington describes the stimulus and the feeling of invigoration
which accompanies cyclonic storms. He then discusses the possible
causal factors for such a stimulus* Regarding this he writes:
"Changes in temperature from day to day seem to be especially important
in producing this stimulus, but changes in humidity, reinfall, wind,
and sunshine play a part*
"Even when all these factors are taken into account there still
eeem to be certain conditions which are not fully explained* One of
these is the feeling of relative lassitude which often precedes a storm
and the contrasted feeling of exhiliration which occurs after the storm
is well in progress or when it comes to an end*"
He suggests the possibility that ozone may be the stimulating
factor and substantiates his hypothesis with the following explanation:
"Thtu reason for this stimulus must in a broad way be the transition
from the warm, moist air of a 'tropical air mass* to the cool, dry air
of a polar air mass'. During the transition the barometric pressure
begins to rise, the wind changes its direction and often its force,
the temperature falls, the air becqmes relatively dry and clear,
clouds give place to clear sky, the ionization of the air increases,
there is a larger amoxint of atmospheric ozone, and still other minor
changes occur."
Huntington next proceeds with a lengthy discussion of the various
climatic elements in an attempt to determine what part is played by
each in the stimulation which comes with the passage of a storm. He
considers the possible effects of wind, atmospheric humidity, sunshine,
atmospheric dust, temperature and atmospheric pressure and in a rather
detailed manner attempts to show that these factors alone could not
produce the stimulation. He then states: ''The chief remaining factors
which may supply this supplementary effect are psychological reactions,
electrical waves or rays and ionization of the air, and ozone." A
systematic elimination leaves Huntington with the hypothesis already
discussed. He closes his discussion with an appeal for conservatism,
insisting that he is dealing with a mere hypothesis as yet unsubstan-
tiated by experimental evidence.
^» Effects of Ozone in Control of Disease
Although experimental evidence is lacking regarding the effects
of ozone on human reactions , a rather significant amount of investiga*-
tion has been carried out for purposes of determining the bacteriological
and medicinal properties of ozone.
Sinoe ozone is an extremely active oxidizing agent it is widely
used in water purification. Sawyer^ has presented evidence to show that
ozone will destroy several types of bacterial organisms including strep-
tococcus, staphyloooccus, and typhoid bacillus. Besides being used as a
germicide, ozone is also considered an excellent deodorizer and Is widely
used in factories, theaters and underground work. There is, however, still
Bftxch controversy as to whether ozone oxidizes or merely ''masks" certain
odors.
1. Sawyer, W. A., Beckwith, H. L», Skolfield, S. M. , 1913. "The Alleged
Purification of the Air by the Ozone Itochine." J.A.M.A. 61, 1013-15.
In 1930 Diestelow*- performed experiments which showed that oertain
high concentrations of ozone introduced into a cold storage plant re-
duced the bacterial content of the air by more than 90 per cent.
2
Huntington cites the experience of W* L* Joseph who gives an
interesting account of his observations regarding the effects of
ozone on mine workers in Africa. Conditions were so bad in the mines
that the natives found it impossible to work for longer than twenty
minutes at a time due to the high temperature, humidity and smell.
After the installation of an ozone generator the natives stated that
conditions were improved to an almost incredible degree and that the
work was far less trying than formerly.
Riesbeok reports an interesting observation with regard to
motor men in subways or ••tubes" during the influenze epidemic of 1918;
according to reports these men were inmiune to the disease. He also
cites evidence to show the beneficial effects of ozone in counter-
acting influenza among school children. In St. Louis one part of
ozone to 1» 000, 000 parts of air was blown into the rooms of a school;
only 94 eases of illness were reported in this school. In a neighbor-
ing school of the same type in which ordinary air was circulated,
368 cases of influenza were reported among the same number of children.
4
George Stoker, a major in the World War, describes how ozone was
used in sterilizing wounds. The wounds v;ere washed regularly with
boiled water, after which a stream of ozonized air was blown against
1. Diestelow, Paul, 1930. "Uber den Einfluss der Ozonisierung der
Kuhlhausluft auf ihren Keimgehalt." Deutsche Scholcht hof -
Zeitung. Vol, 1718. Abstract in fiefrig. ifing. 20:37.
2. Huntington, E. , Ozone , Health and Progress . Unpublished manuscript*
3. Riesbeck, E. W. , 1934. Air Oonditioning and Ozone Facts . Chicago.
4. Stoker, 0., 1918. "Ozone in Cases of Bassing.** The lancet. 1:550.
1the wound for periods of various length, none exceeding fifteen
minutes, however. Of the seventy-nine oases treated in this manner,
all were reported successful.
Evidence has recently been presented which indicates that the
presence of ozone aids the body in oxidizing toxic substances. In
1936, Thiodet and Ribere"^ performed an experixaent in which the
amount and composition of sweat eliminated by subjects who were
breathing ionized air was determined. It was found that the sweat
of the subjects breathing ionized air contained 1S3 parts of solid
matter per 10,000 parts of liquid as compared with 44 parts of solid
matter per 10,000 parts of liquid which is considered the standard or
normal. It is slgLlfieent to note that ozone evidently aids in ridding
the body of toxic aubstazices by oxidation.
4. Experiments with Ozone on Animals
Several experimenters have attempted to determine the effect of
ozone upon animals*
2
Itaiiein and Jonc^he performed the following experiment: Two
groups of rats were painted daily with benzopyrene; Group A, the con*
trol group, was painted with untreated benzopyrene, whereas Group B,
the experimental group was painted with benzopyrene that had been ex-
posed to a strongly ozonized atmosphere for 500 hours. The paintings
took place over a period of 120 days with the result that a great many
tumors and cancers developed. The results showed that the animals
painted with the untreated benzopyrene surpassed those painted with the
ozonized benzopyrene by 57^6 in deaths and removals; in susceptibility to
1. Throdet et Ribere, 1936. "Eliminations par la sueur dans un
milieu suroxyde". Comptes Rendus Hebd . de la 3oc * de Biol . 3:329-330.
2. Maisin, J. and de Jonghe, A., 1934. "L'action de la lumiere et de
l*ozone 3ur certains corps concerigenee." Comptes Rendus Hebd
de la Soc. de Biol. 3:111-114.
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tumors Group A exeeedefl Broup B by 6%; while in re^^ard to development
of cancers, Oroup A exceeded Oroup B by 55j5, Although the nature of
the reaction causing this deviation has not been determined, there is
a possibility that the ozone iriay have chemically altered the composition
of the benzopyreae*
1
In 1910 Todd, using guinea pigs as subjects, began a series of
experiments with ozone. In his first experiment Todd innoculated
guinea pigs with tuberculosis germs; he then Kept some of the animals
under normal atmospheric conditions and others in an atmosphere con-
taining ozone. The results of his first experiment were decidedly posi-
tive. Four of the guinea pigs kept under ordinary atmospheric condi-
tions died after two weeks* Of five animals kept in the ozonized
atmosphere, one died after two weeks; four others were still alive at
the end of four months. All had received heavy innoculations of the
tuberculosis germ. The animals were chloroformed and the lungs ex-
amined for tubercular lesions; not only wa^ evidence of such lesions
found, but noticeable healing was apparent.
In his second experiment Todd reduced the strength of the innocu-
lations; furthermore, the injections were made abdominally, rather than
subcutaneously. Thirteen control animals kept under standard conditions
died on an average of 53 days after Iniioculation; with one exception,
all the other ozonized animals were in good health at the end of three
months.
In his third experiment Todd kept 21 control animals, subcutan-
eously but not heavily innoculated, under ordinary atmospheric condi-
tions. The average life span following innoculation was 45 days*
1. Todd, J., 1921. Sxperiments with Ozone on Disease . Pittsburgh.
11
Forty experimental animals, receiving treatment identical with those
in the control group, except for being kept in an ozonized atLiosphere
after innoculation, lived an average span of 89 days following innocu-
latioii* Examination of the infected organs showed much evidence of
healing.
Todd next kept 46 animals in ordinary air after innoculation; the
average life span was 42 days. For the 106 animals which he kept in
ozonizied air after innoculationy the average life span was 185 days.
Forty of the experimental animals lived at least six months after
innoculation, whereas in the control group only one animal lived more
than eight weeks after innoculation.
Following these four noticeably successful experiments, Todd^s
successes came to an end. He continued his experimentation but the
results became increasingly negative. Finally he persuaded officials
of the University of Maryland to continue his work.
The experiments at the University of l^ryland were conducted
during the interval 1924-28 and were seven in number. Over 500 guinea
pigs were used. The table^ given below shows the percentages of living
animals at the end of 15 weeks*
?S Alive at End
Animals at Start Conditions of Experiment of 15 V^eeks
67 No tuberculosis, natxiral air 88
188 ^ ozonized air 59
77 Innoculated with tub., natural air 15
218 " WW ozonized air 5
McDoimell writes as follows concerning the results: "The work
seems to demonstrate that ozone given continuously in the respired air
1. Huntington, S., Ozone , Health and Progress . Pg. 33 Unpublished manuscr
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for several months, In ooncentrations even less than one part per
million by weight, apparently shortens the lives of guinea pigs,
whether tubercular or disease-free by irritating the lungs and
bronchial tubes and causing pneunonia. The highest concentration
that is harmless has not been worked out.**
Huntington in discussing Todd's early success, presents the
hypothesis that it was possibly due to the imperfections and variability
in output of his generator which was both leaky and inconsistent.
These factors probably produced a concentration of ozone comparable
with that found ordinarily in nature; in other words, Todd may have
accidentally stumbled upon that small concentration of ozone v;hich
is beneficial* With later improvements in apparatus, he found his
results were consistently negative, a condition which may have readily
resulted from concentrations of ozone so high as to be harmful.'
In the experiments performed later at the University of Maryland
concentrations of ozone varied from 67 to 667 parts of ozone per 1000
million parts of air. It should be noted that as the degree of con-
centration increased, the results became increasingly negative, whereas
a decrease in the ozone concentration resulted in definite improvement.
The lowest concentration used in the Maryland experiments, low as it
uy seem, was nevertheless far above that commonly found In nature.
In concluding his discussion of Todd's work, Huntington states:
•*From all this we infer that at first by some fortunate accident
Todd*s original machine, with its leaky connections, not only produced
the right amount of ozone, but was sufficiently Irregular so that the
harm done by a continuous charge of ozone was elimineted."
13.
Jordan and Carlson^ have shown experimentally that the effect
produced by a variable amount of ozone differs from that produced by
a continuous charge.
Taglou performed 141 experiments in an attempt to determine the
effects of atmospheric ionization. It is significant to note that he
disregards the first 17, his reason being suspected "•ritiation by
ozone**, which was present in appreciable concentrations as a by-
product of early ionization methods. The subjects in these experi-
ments, although they were ignorant of the ionization of the air
whioh they were breathing, stated that they thought it more stimulate
ing then usual.
Taglou next performed a series of experiments with ozone concen-
trations above the olfactory threshold. These resulted in sensations
of "irritation rather than freshness". Huntington feels that Yaglou*8
work supports and adds weight to Todd*s research. In regard to this
he writes: "A machine designed for another purpose produced a little
ozone. This ozone produced an invigorating reaction in human beings.
When the amount of ozone was increased s disagreeable reaction was
produced." In other words, both Todd and Yaglou seem to have hit upon
the optimum concentration of ozone by accident, and to have departed
from it by improving their machinery.
2
^» Pbysical , Physiological and Pharmacological Properties of Ozone
"Ozone consists of three atoms of oxygen in an unstable combination,
represented as 0^ Og 4 0, and the oxygen atom set free possesses great
1. Jordan, S. 0., Carlson, A. J., and Sawyer, W. A., 1913. J.A.M.A.,
Sept. 27. Eng. News XIX, Pg. 1092.
2. From, "Ozone in Ventilation-Its Possibilities and Limitations ,
"
by C. P. Yaglou and W. N. Witheridge, ASHVE Transactions, Vol. 45,
1939. Reprinted with permission of the authors.
14.
oxidizing power. Ozone is a normal constituent of country and
polar air in detectable, but ill-defined concentrations. It is pro-
duced in nature photochemioally by ultra-violet light, and is almost
absent in city air, except during thunderstorms* Even in the absence
of oxidizable material, the rate of decomposition is known to increase
appreciably with a rise of humidity and to a smaller extent with
temperature rise also.
'•The toxologic properties of ozone are fairly well known. Even
in rel'tively low concentrations (0.1 to 1 part per million) it exerts
an irritating action on the mucous membranes of the respiratory organs
and shortens the lives of guinea pigs after months of continuous ex-
posures. Pneumonia is the terminal condition. Itftich higher concentra-
tions lead to death in shorter periods from lung congestion and edema.
There is no systemic poisoning « as most of the ozone is decomposed on
the mucous membranes of the respiratory tract, where its destructive
action is mainly localized*
•'The irritation threshold appears to be about 0.005 p.p.m,;
there is no evidence of damage to health in concentrations well below
this. Workers in the London subways have shown no ill effects after
years of exposure to concentrations at or slightly above the olfactory
threshold.
"It is now generally recognised that oaone is not a satisfactory
germicide at concentrations within the range of human tolerance
(0.01 to 0.04 p.p.m.) its effectiveness varies with the concentration,
the degree of atmospheric humidity, and last, but not least, with the
species of bacteria involved.*
1
The following table shows the effects of ozone in various
coneentra tions
:
Effects of Ozone in Various Ooncentrations
Farts Ozone per
ifillion Parts of Observed Effects
Air (By Vol,)
0.01 Threshold for keen sense of smell*
0#015 Normal threshold; readily detectable
by most normal persons*
0.04 Upper allowable limit in occupies rooms
0*10 Objectionable to all normal persons;
irritating to mucous membranes of nose
and throat.
0.5-*l*0 Disorders breathing, reduces oxygen
consumption.
0.5-1*5 Inhibits fungus and mold growth in cold
storage rooms*
1-10 Headache, respiratory irritation, and
possible coma*
15-20 lethal in £ hours to small animals*
1,700 Lethal in a few minutes*
6,500 Germicidal for air-born organisms*
1* From, **0zone in Ventilation- Its Possibilities and Limitations,"
by C. P. Yaglou and W. N. Witheridge, ASH7E Transactions, Vol* 46,
1939* Reprinted with permission of the authors*
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BXPfiHIMENTAL PROGliiDURE
! Description of Apparatus and laboratory Equipment
A* Ozone generator-->thls unit was loaned to the psychological
laboratory of the Massachusetts State College by the Norwood Engineer-
ing Company of Florence, l/ass., primarily for this experiment. Both
in size and shape this Instrument resembled a small electric refrig-
erator. It was equipped with the following devices:
Automatic hliaidifier - this was of the pan-disc
type and was calibrated from 10 to 100; one the indi-
cator was set it would automai;lcally hold the humidity
in the room at or above the desired setting* When the
room hximidity dropped below that indicated on the
setting, the humidifier was automatically thrown into
operation and continued to operate until the original
point of saturation was reached; the unit then auto-
matically ceased to operate. The humidifier was filled
with water by removing the small panel v/hioh is situated
on the right wall of the generator.
Air filter - the filter was located directly behind
the air Intake grill which in turn was located at the
lower front wall of the generator.
Ultra-violet ray tubes - these two tubes acted as
an air sterilization unit and were situated midway along
the rear wall of the generator; they produced a purple
light when in operation. They were concealed when the
machine was in operation.
Fan-type blower - the blower was located directly
under the grill at the top of the generator; its func-
tion was to force the ozonized air into the room under
pressure, thereby causing a well-balanced diffusion of
the ionized air with the room air«
Rheostat - this was located at the upper middle front
of the generator and controlled the intensity of the output
of ozone* Throughout the experiment, the rheostat was set
to produce three different amounts of ozone designated
as follows:
(1«) Minimum amount: produced when generator
was operating at lowest capacity*
(2*) Moderate amount: produced when generator
was operating at one-half total capacity*
(3*) Maximum amount: produced when generator
was operating at full capacity*
Operation of Ozone generator - the generator could be
operated onlyfrom 110 Tolt, 60 cycle, single phase, alter-
nating current. For the continuous generation of ozone
both totjgle switches on the front wall of the generator and
the toggle switch on the left wall had to be put "on*** The
switch marked "Sterilizing-Blower** started the blower and
the ultra-violet ray lamps. The switch marked "Deodorizing-
non-Automatic** set the ionizing tubes into operation, thereby
producing a continuous supply of ozone.
B. Army Alpha Intelligence Test—this test contains five equivalent
forms, (Forms 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) thereby making it possible to retest sub-
jects with a minimum degree of practice effect. Each form contains
IS
eight 8ub-teiBts and £12 Items. The maximum working time for the
test is 2S«25 minutes* The total time consumed in administering
the test is ahout 40 minutes; this includes time for filling in
preliminary forms, giving directions and collecting booklets.
G* Seashore's Test for Discrimination of Auditory Intensity
In selecting a satisfactory measwing device for discrimination
of auditory intensity, it was necessary to select one that could be
administered repeatedly Vilth the minimum degree of practice effects.
Seashore's Measures of Musical Talent, Sense of Intensityi No*
2A, 2B, were selected because they are available in the form of
phonographic recordings and, therefore, are especially adaptable
for repeated trials.
The instrument used in playing the Seashore records was an
electrically operated phonogz*aph of the newer type. A clear ton© was
given out, from which was absent the usual static and humming which
accompanies the ordinary phonograph. The adjusttients on this electric
phonograph included a "tone control" and a •'volume control'' • Through-
out the experiment both of these adjustments were turned on to their
highest capacity*
D. Electrical Tapping Board
The tapping board was constructed to serve both as a measure for
speed of tapping and accuracy of tapping. It consisted of a metal
plate three inches square in the center of which was located the end
of a small rod 5.5 lom. in diameter and insulated from the rest of the
plate. This rod sezrved as a target. Two electrical recorders were
used in conjunction with the tapping board, each being wired to register
independently of the other. One recorder registered each time the
subjeot tapped the target whereas the other recorder registered
whenever the subject missed the target and tapped the plate outside
the target. The point of the stylus used in tapping was 0*5 mm, in
diameter* When the necessary wiring was completed the apparatus
worked as follows; If the subject were to tap a total of ISO times
in 30 seconds, hitting the target 148 times, but missing it twice,
then that recorder which was connected with the target would show
the number 146, whereas the recorder connected with the area outside
the target would show the number two. Thus, his record would be
148 "hits" with two "misses", while his speed of tapping would be 150.
E. Test of Hand Steadiness (Nine hole steadiness tester)
The body of the tester consisted of a smooth, flat block of iron,
fire inches wide and four inches high. The face of this block was
inclined at an angle of 45^ from the vertical, this degree of inclina-
tion being best suited for the subject, both from the standpoint of
efficiency and confort. On the face of the tester were nine holes
which progressively decreased in size from right to left. Given in
millimeters, the diameters of these holes, from largest to smallest,
were 12.5. 8.0, 6.5, 5.5, 5.0, 4.5, 4.0, 3.5, 3.0. The stylus used
in conjunction with the tester was 1.5 mm. in diameter* Both steadi-
ness tester and stylus were connected to an electric circuit, together
with an automatic electric recorder. When the parts were properly
assembled the apparatus worked in the following manner: After the sub-
ject had inserted the point of the stylus into the hole, he attempted
to hold it steadily enough to prevent it from making contact with the
edge of the hole. If contact with the edge of the hole were made,
the electrical circuit was closed and the recorder registered an error.
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2« Description of Laboratory Coadltiong
The experiment w^s conducted in the psychological laboratory at
Mtflsachusetts State Oolldge in Amherst, Massachusetts. In order to
insure reasonable uniformity of temperaturw, the radiators which
heated the laboratory were equipped with thermostatic controls which
could be adjusted to maintain the desired temperature. All experimen-
tation was performed during the months of I^larch and April, since during
these months y it was possible to keep the temperature from rising
ab07e 72^ ?• which was the tempera ture selected for the experiment.
In order to provide more exact control of thfermal conditions, all
pipes connecting radiators, hot water lines, etc*, were well insulated,
thereby preventing excessive and undesirable radiation.
The two double doors leading into the laboratory from the corridor
and from the outside were locked and insulated; in this wey air leakage
and noise from surrounding corridors, offices, and rooms was reduced.
Entrance into th© laboratory could be {gained only by passing tlirough
the office.
The air in the laboratory was sterilized by being drawn past
two large ultra-violet ray tubes located in the ozone generator; it was
then ozonized and re-circulated by means of a fan-type blower in the
ozone generator which forced it into the room under pressure*
The dimensions of the laboratory were 42» x 27' x 9*. It was
well illuminated with four windows; in addition to this it was equipped
with six efficient electric lights. The tables containin^j the apparatus
and equipment for testing were situated in the center of the laboratory.
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In the rear of the laboratory were placed enough ohairs to aocommodate
a class of about 35 students. The ozone generator was located midway
f
between the radiators and was never moved from this position during
the entire course of the experiment.
An attempt was made to determine quantitatively, the amount of
ozone which was produced when the generator was operating at its
mlnimuiii> moderate and maxixnun capacities, respectively* These
attempts proved unsuccessful; subsequent inquiries on the part of the
engineers at the Norwood Filtration Company disclosed that no satis-
factory method has yet been devised for measuring such low concentra-
tions of ozone as were used in this experiment* The procedure
commonly used by commercial and industrial concerns for determining
higher concentrations of ozone is described in the following pa*i;es
and is the method which proved unsuccessful in the attempt to measure
the small amounts of ozone used in this experiment*
Procedure for making quantitative determinations of ozone -
"First see that all pipe fittings are tight and that the apparatus
is in good operating condition. Before making determinations, provide
for carrying the ozone produced to a stack or at least some distance
away. Concentrations of ozone as produced at the generator, thousands
of times as high as those obtained by dilution with air for ventilating
purposes, are not good to breath contimiously and may produce severe
coughing. Furthermore, there is danger of contaminating if not
working in an atmosphere fairly free from ozone, and again ozone has a
voracious appetite for rubber hose and stoppers so that the tests may
be made uncertain by leaks In the absorption train if precautions are
aP6 not taken. Keep a cork stopper in the outlet of the sampling
tube wlianever the geiierator is runnin^^ and no sample is being drawn.
'•See that the absorption bottle is adjusted to the proper
heit<ht when sotting on the adjusting block so that the mercury seal
fits the sampling tube properly.
"Fill the absorption bottle to a depth of six to eight inches
but not too near the top with freeh 1/10 percent- KI if more than
two or three liters of sa«iple are drawn or if the concentration is
oTer &ix or eight niilligrems per liter.
"With the water level in the aspirator bottle exactly at one
of the liter marks attach the hose, apply a slight suction, pinch off
the hose, and then attach the other end of the hose to the absorption
bottle. Otherwise, have the water level a trifle high before fitting
the absorption bottle to the seal end attach the hose. Then draw
water froia the aspirator bottle to the proper level, which operation
will dr«w a little air thru tho absorption bottle. The object of this
procedure is to hnve the atmosphere in the aspirator bottle at approx-
imately the same tension it will have at the end of the sampling
operation. At this stage, verify the tightness of the fittings of
the analysis assembly by noting if the water level within the bubbling
tube of the absorption bottle remains at the bottom of the tube where
it was when the last air bubble was drawn thru. A slowly rising level
here indicates a slight leak which may cause an evror.
"With the absorption bottle in place, and conditions ready for
drawing a sample of ozone, gr^»dually release the pinch cock on the
water outlet of the siphon bottle until a slow steady stream flows.
The water flow should aspirate ozonized air thru the absorption
S3.
bottle £t3 fast as possitlo for ^ood absorption, Vosniaer reoommends
six ninutes to draw a on© liter sainple. This chculd be a miiiimum
time to allow. It is more iaiportsrt to note that conditions are such
that the bubbles are seen to rise sir^ly thru the KI solution. If
the flow is 30 fast that the bubbles run together, the test will
not likely be acourate on account of poor absorption, Uote that
bhere should be at least l/^ inah clearance between the bottom
of the absorption bottlo and the bubbling tub©. If the tiibe
extends too near the bottom, tho flow of bubbles will not be
steady out will tend to go by spurts v/hich aiay seriously affect the
results. Draw one or more liters of sample depending upon the con-
centration of ozone to be measured. At low concentrstions several
liters at least should be sampled.
"Transfer the contents of the absorption bottle at once to a
400 or 600 c.c. beaker, add several drops of dilute sulphuric acid,
stir, and titrate inmediately with 1/24 normal sodium thiosulphate
solution fro?^ the buret* Keep a record of buret readings before and
after titrations so as to check back in case an initial reading is
lost. The buret should be chemically clean so that the solution flows
down the walls evenly instead of hanging in drops. Oakita is recom-
mended for cleaning grease film from chemical glassware. If not
clean wash the buret and rinse thoroughly with distilled water, then
with several changes of standard solution before refilling. In
titrating, when the yellow color begins to disappear, add the thio-
sulphate slowly with constant stirring. When the color changes to a
light straw color, add a drop or two of starch indicator if desired
to bring out the end point.
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Calculations
«»The conoentratlon of ozon© in milligrams of ozone per liter
of air {or oxygen) equals the number of c,c» of 1/24 normal thio-
sulphate solution used times the solution factor divided by the
liters sampled • For an exactly 1/24 normal solution (having a
factor of 100) and a one liter sample of ozones the concentration
is of course equal to the number of c»e« drawn from the buret.
"The quantity of ozone produced by the generator, an amount
usually expressed in grams per hour, depends upon the concentration
and the amount of flow. When the air flow is expressed as cubic
feet per minute, the equation is:
Yield in grams of ozone per hour
Milligrams per liter x cu« ft* per minute x 28.32 x 60
1000
Notes and Comments on Method Outlined
"The idiometric method of determining ozone when carefully
followed is probably as accurate as the means for measuring the flow
of air and the volume of the sample taken. There is likely some loss
of ozone due to incomplete absorption, but not enough apparently to
damage the rubber fittings beyond the absorption bottle, indicating
that the loss is small. There is no doubt a slight loss of iodine*
For this reason the titration should be made quickly after sampling.
It may be a trifle more accurate in titration to add at once a slight
known excess of thiosulphate and to back titrate with a standardized
iron solution so as to bring back the blue coloration. This procedure
would require two standardized solutions instead of one however, and
the gain is probably not Justified.**
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When it was found that the method outlined above was not
applicable for use with the small amounts of ozone in this study
it became necessary to adopt a substitute method. The new method
which was based on subjective estimates as given by students and
subsequent comparison of these estimates with norms prepared by
0. P Yaglou and W. N. Witheridge.
The table on Page 15 shows that the threshold for keen sense
of smell is 0,01 parts of ozone per million parts of air. The nor-
mal threshold, readily detectable by most normal persons^ is given
at 0.015 parts of ozone per million parts of air. The upper allowable
limit in occupied rooms is given at 0.04 parts of ozone per million
parts of air.
It was found by means of individual questionnaires that 75 per
cent of the class of 35 students were able to detect ozone when the
generator was operating at one half its maximum capacity; therefore,
this amount was chosen as the normal olfactory threshold for ozone
and was calculated to be 0.015 parts of ozone per million parts of air
as given in the table on Page 15. None of the subjects could deteot
ozone when the generator was operating at its minimum capacity and
practically all could detect it when the generator was operating at
maximum capacity. Since the amount of ozone generated at one half
maximina capacity produced a concentration of 0.015 parts of ozone per
million parts of air and since the generator at maximum capacity was
knoim to produce twice as much ozone as it does at one half maximum
capacity, it follows that the concentration in the room must have
been about .03 parts of ozone per million parts of air when the gen-
erator was running at maximum capacity.
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Pour different sets of conditions, described in the following
paragraphs, were maintained in the laboratory during experimentation:
A. No ozone - this condition was established by running the
motor fan and sterilizing tubes in the ozone generator, but by
turning "off^ the switch which operated the ionizing tubes. Thus,
the ZQQClLine could be set to produce no ozone, and yet produce the
same sound as when ozone was being generated.
B* Minimuia amount of ozone - this amount was produced when
the genr^rator was operating at its minimum capacity and was so low
that it was impossible to detect by olfaction the ozone which was
present in the laboratory*
0. liSoderate amount of ozone - this amount produced when the
generator was operating at one-half its maximum capacity, was finally
established as the normal olfactory threshold. By comparison with
the estimates of Taglou and Witheridge who give the normal olfactory
threshold at 0.015 parts of ozone per million parts of air, (Page 15),
it was estimated that the amount of ozone in the laboratory was
0.015 parts of ozone per million parts of air (by rolume) when the
generator was producing at one-half capacity.
D* liSazimum amount of ozone - this amount was produced when the
generator was operating at full capacity and was of such strength
as to be easily detected by all persons with normal sense of small.
Description of Subjects
Thirteen college students, selected at random and ranging from
freshmen to graduate students at the ^ssachusetts State College were
chosen to act as subjects* An effort was made to secure as subjects,
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students employed in the Psychology Department under the NYA. Ten
sueh subjects were erentually secured, each being paid at the rate
of 30$f per hour for time spent as subjects in the laboratory. Since
they were receiving remtmeration for time spent, they could be
depended upon to appear in the laboratory in accordance with a defi-
nite schedule arranged prior to the beginning of experimentation.
The remaining three subjects volunteered their services because of
their interest In the experiment. Two of these were graduate students
in the Department of Psychology, and at that time were serving as
assistants in that department. The other subject in this voluntary
group was a sophomore. Of the ten subjects who were to receive
financial remunerationi eight were sophomores; the remaining two
were Juniors. Eight of the thirteen subjects were men and five were
women. All were apparently normal with respect to their physical
and mental characteristics.
M^'fe^Q'^ 2L Procedxire
In general the method of procedure employed throughout the
experiment may be described as the controlled single group. This
method was selected in preference to the method of parallel groups
(two identical groups, one used as the control, the other as the
experimental group) because of the great difficulty encountered in
selecting two homogeneous groups from a limited niimber of subjects.
A description of the controlled single group method is given
in the following paragraphs:
Each individual was given an equal amount of practice under
standard conditions so as to familiarize him with procedures which
may be strange to him.
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Following this practice period, each subject was given the
same test, called the pre-test, to determine the decree of his
ability in the particular function bein^ investigated. Both
practice period and pre-test were administered under normal
conditions. The individual scores were recorded.
After some time had elapsed
,
during which none of the
subjects were given any further practice, each was given a second
test under the same conditions as those of the pre-test, with
one exception; namely, the introduction of the variable (ozone).
The individual scores for this second series of tests were
recorded.
A comparison of the scores attained in the pre-test under
standard conditions with those attained under the influence of
the variable (ozone) showed the effect of the variable upon the
function under investigation. A working schedule given on the
following page was drawn up to insure order and efficiency and
to standardize testing conditions so far as possible. Sach
subject was then informed with respect to the hours which he was
to spend in the laboratoiry.
£9.
Weekly Testing Schedule
DAY 1:00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. 3:00 P.R5. 4:00 P.M.
Subject Ito* 1 Subject No. 2 Subject No. 8 Subject No. 3
MONDAY Subject No, 9 Subject No. 13 Subject No. 11 Subject No. 4
Subject No* IZ Subject No. 5 Subject No. 6 Subject No. 7
Subject No» 1 Subject No. 11 Subject No. 2 Subject No. 8
TUESDAY Subject No. 10 Subject No. 3 Subject to. 9 Subject No. 6
Subject No* 6 Subject No. 7 Subject No. 4
Subject No. 9 Subject No. 13 Subject No. 1 Subject No. 6
ISDNKSDAY Subject No. 7 Subject No. Subject No. 2
Subject KOo Z Subject No. 12 Subject No. 10
Subject No. 1 Subject No. 11 Subject No. 10 Subject No. 12
TliURSDAY Subject No. 8 Subject No. 13 Subject No. 4
Subject No. 5
FRIDAY
Subject No. 10 Subject No. 8 Subject No. 2 Subject No. 7
Subject No. 12 Subject No. 6 Subject No. 11 Subject No. 9
Subject No. 13 Sxibject No. 3 Subject No. 6
30
On each day of dxperifflentatlon the ozone generator was put
into operation 15 minutes before the appearance of the first
subject in the laboratory and continued to operate until all test*
ing for that day had been completed* Each of the thirteen subjects
was given the series of tests desif^nated below:
A. Method of Procedure for Administering Army Alpha Intelligence
Test (Forms 5, 6, 7, 6 and 9)*
Ghroups of subjects ranging from three to fire in number were
tested each time the test was given* The directions were given verba*
tim from the manual^ which is supplied with the test* The test was
administered each day to each subject for four successive days* The
purpose of the different forms was to nullify practice effects which
would accrue if the same form was used on the four successive days*
The same conditions were maintained each day with one ezoeption;
namely, the amount of ozone was varied in the following mannert
(1) First day Form 5 no ozone
(2) Second day Form 6 minimum amount of ozone
(3) Third day Form 7 itoderate n w w
(4) Fourth day Form 8 maximum n n n
When each subject had completed the procedure outlined above his
scores were asrranged in this manner:
No. of No Kin. Amt. Mod. Amt* Itax. Amt*
Subject Ozone of Ozone of Ozone of Ozone
Form 5 Form 6 Form 7 Form 8
1* 186 181 180 183
Since the different forms of the test varied in difficulty, it was
necessary to reduce the scores to a comon factor* The original score
1. Manual of Instructions, Army Alpha Intelligence Test»
Forms V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, 1939 Edition*
on Form 5 nas chosen as the norm or odomon factor ( the scores on
all remaining forms were then reduced to the equivalent of Form 5
by means of the follo\(\ring formulae^ in which S designated the score;
(1) For reducing Form 6 to Form 5,
35^ 1>051 I 36 / 2.675 / S6
2
(2) For reducing Form 7 to Form 5,
.997 I 37 y 2.634 / 37
2
(3) For reducing Form 8 to Form 5,
S6- 1>057 X 38 / 2.827 f 38
2
Attention should be called to the fact that the formulae giyen
above and used for reducing the scores to a common factor were developed
for high school students and may not be entirely valid when used with
college men and women*
B. Method of Procedure for Administering Test for Discrimination
of Auditory intensity*
This test was administered to groups of subjects ranging from
two to six in number. It was necessary that quietness prevail in the
laboratory while the test was being administered. The subjects were
seated at a distance of twenty feet from the phonograph and directly
facing It. After they had been given the standard blank for recording
2
their answers, the following instructions were read aloud to them by
the experimenter: **7ou will hear two tones which differ in loudness,
or strength. Tou are to Judge whether the second is weaker or stronger
than the first. If the second is stronger* record 3; if the second is
1. Qlick, Harry N. , Effects of Practice in Intelligence Tests .
University of Illinois, 1924.
2# Seashore, Carl E., Nature and Use of Measures of Musical Talent*
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uraaker, record W.** Total time for administering the test was about
15 minutes. The test was continuous
»
being interrupted only when it
was necessary to turn over the record. That side of the record
which was lettered 3j^» provided 50 opportunities (50 pairs of notes)
for tonal intensity discrimination. That side which was lettered £B»
provided a like number. The key for correcting the test was found
in Seashore's, ''Nature and Use of the Measures of lAisioal Talent".
The subject's score was the number of Incorrect intensity discrimln**
ations he had made diiring the course of the entire test.
Strict attention was given to the following directions for ad-
ministering the test:
(1) Specific instructions were given to the
listeners as directed for each recording
and the method of recording answers was
explained.
(2) If necessary the entire side of one record
was played, stopping as often as necessary
to discuss and explain procedure carefully.
(5) After the necessary explanations had been
given, the subjects were instructed to
give their utmost attention throughout the
playing.
This test was administered once each day to each subject for four
successive days. All conditions were held constant during this time
except the amount of ozone; this was varied in the following manner:
Thus when each subject had completed the procedure outlined above,
he had four scores which were arranged in this way:
(1) First day
(2) Second day
(3) Third day
(4) Fourth day
minimum amount of ozone
moderate amount of ozone
maximum amount of ozone
no ozone
No. of
Subject Ozone
Min. Amt.
of Ozone
Mod. Mit*
of Ozone of Ozone
1 7 3 6
C* Method of Procedure for Administering Test for Speed and
Accuracy of Tapping*
This test was administered indlTldually. The subject was seated
comfortably at the table on which was placed the tapping board with
its accessories* Care was taken to see that the tapping board was
placed parallel to and flush with the edge of the table and also
that it was directly in front of the subject's right shoulder (for
right-^handed subjects)* The subject was instructed to hold the
stylus in the same manner as he would hold a pencil, except that it
was held vertically* The position of the stylus in the hand was
not altered between trials; such a change would be likely to Invali*
date the results.
The following conditions were rigidly observed in giving the
test:
1* The subject was instructed not to rest any part of his
hand, wrist, elbow or forearm on the table, tapping board or any
other supporting device*
2* The hand not being used for tapping was placed palm down
in a natural, relaxed position on the table*
3* ^e subject was instructed to maintain the seme position
and to employ the same technique throughout the course of the
entire experiment*
When each subject had completed the procedure outlined for this
test his record was arranged in the following manner:
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In the preceding table the upper row of figures for each subject
designates the number of «*hlts** made^ while the lower row of figures
designates the number of "misses." For example, Subject No# 1 in his
first trial with no OBone made 180 "hits" with no "misses," whereas in
his fourth trial he made 172 "hits" with one "miss,"
In order to determine each subject's mean score for speed of
tapping, his "hits" and "misses" for all five trials were totalled.
The number obtained was then divided by five, thus giving the mean
speed of tapping for five trials* For example, with no ozone Subject
No. 1 made 882 "hits" and one "miss" in five trials. The "hits" and
"misses" added together gave 883, which was divided by five to give a
mean score of 177.
In determining each subject score for accuracy of tapping, his
total number of errors for all five trials was computed. This number
was taken to represent his score for accuracy of tapping. Thus with
no ozone Subject No. 1 made a total of one error in five trials, thereby
making a score of one for accuracy of tapping.
D. Method of Procedure for Administering Test for Hand Steadiness.
This test was administered individiially. The subject was comfort-
ably seated^ directly facing the steadiness tester, which was placed so that
its front edge was flush with the edge of the table and so that it was
directly in front of the subject's right shoulder (for right-handed
subjects). The subject held the stylus so that his finger tips were
firmly against the flange; he was cautioned against resting any part
of his wrist, forearm or elbow on the table or any other supporting
device. The experimenter then instructed the subject to insert the
tip of the stylus into the largest hole and to hold it as steadily as
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possible for 15 seconds; the experimenter said "go** and •'stop" to
designate the beginning and end of the 15 second period to the sub-
ject • After 15 seconds had elapsed, providing the subject had not
made an error, the experimenter said "stop"; the subject was then
instructed to transfer the stylus to the next largest hole and es-
tablish his position as formerly. This procedure was repeated
until sueh time as the stylus made contact with the steadiness
tester, thereby osuslne the electric counter to record an error#
The subject receiTed a score equivalent to the number of the hole
at which he failed. Thus, if he successfully passed the first
five holes and failed while attempting to pass the sixth, he would
be given a score of six*
The subject was given five trials. The average for the five
trials was then computed. This constituted the subject *s score.
After each subject had completed the procedure outlined above his
scores were arranged in this manner:
No. of I No Ozone : Min. A}nt. Oz.: Mbd. Amt. Oz.: Max. Amt. Oz.
Subjeot:No. of trial : No. of trial : No. of trial ! No. of trial
;1 2345 M;12345 M; 12345 M:12345 M
:4 5 4 4 4 4.3: 5 3 5 5 4 4.0: 4 3 4 4 4 3.6: 4 3 3 4 4 3.6
Thus the experimental procedure described up to this point
has been concerned with administering to each of the thirteen subjects*
the tests listed below:
1. Amiy Alpha Intelligence Test (Forms 5, 6, 7 and 8).
2. Test for Discriminution of Auditory Intensity.
3« Test for Speed and Accuracy of Tapping.
4. Test of Hand Steadiness (Nine hole steadiness test).
This procedure will hereafter be referred to as the first perfor-
mance of the experiment.
This experimental prooedure was repeated a second and a third
time and these repetitions will hereafter he refez-red to as the
second performance of the experiment and the third performance of
the experiment respectively. All three performances were administered
under identical conditions with one exception: In the second per**
formance, each subject was required to remain in the laboratory 15
minutes prior to testing , whereas in the first and third performances
the tests were administered immediately upon entrance of the subject
into the laboratory. The advantages of performing the experiment a
firsts second end third time are abvious: The data are more z*eliable
statistically; practice effects are better controlled; and finally,
one set of data serves as a check upon the others.
S« Introspective Determination of Affective Results of Ozone
on Different Individuals*
For this part of the experiment, the members of the Philosophy
Class at the £^ssachusetts State College, numbering approximately
35 Junior and ssTiior students were chosen to act as subjects. The
procedure was as follows:
The class was conducted each Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
8:00 A. M. in the Psychological Laboratory, which was large enough
to accommodate a class of this size. Fifteen minutes previous to
the entrance of the class into the laboratory the ozone generator
was turned on* The subjects were merely informed that on certain
days ozone would be generated during their presence, while on other
days it would not be generated* Since the generator was constructed
in such a manner that it could be operated without producing ozone,
it was Impossible for the subjects to deteimine whether or not ozone
was being generated unless they could detect it by olfaction. It
was found eventually, by means of individual questionnaires, that
75 per c&nt of the claas were able to detect ozone when the gen**
erator was operating at one half its maximum capacity; this amount
was chosen as the normal olfactory threshold for ozone and the
means by which it was determined is fully explained on Page
None of the subjects could detect ozone when the generator was
operating at its minimum capacity and practically all could detect
it when the generetor was operating at maximum capacity*
RESULTS
In this section the following scheme of organization is employed:
1« Army Alpha Intelligence Test
A. Tabular and Graphical Presentation of Results*
B« Discussion and Interpretation of Results.
2. Test for Discrimination of Auditory Intensity
A* Tabular and Graphical Presentation of Results.
B. Discussion and Interpretation of Results.
3. Test for Speed and Acouraoy of Tapping
A. Tabular and Graphical Presentation of Results.
B. Discussion and Interpretation of Results.
Test of Hand Stsadiness
A. Tabular and Graphical Presentation of Results.
B. Discussion and Interpretation of Results.
5. Introspective Determination of Affective Results of Ozone
A. Discussion and Interpretation of Results.
A ^bular and Graphioal Presentation of Results
for
Anny Alpha Intelligence Test.
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B« DlacuBclon and Interpretation of Results for /\nay Alpha Intelli--
ganoe Teat*
The outstand Itig Impression given by even a cursory glance at the
eurres of Figure 1 is the tandaney for what may be termed a "typical*
ounre to manifest itself* Thue a study of the currea for Subjects 1»
3, 6, 8, 11, 12 and 13, (Figure I), shows ourTes which almost invar-
iably rise, drop and finally rise again*
Another point of significance to be emphasized is that 8 of the
13 subjects present a curve which is fundamentally the same for each
of the three performenoes of the experimnt* Thus in the second and
third performance, Subjects 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13 and 15, (Figure 1),
tend to reproduce the curve characteristic of them in the first perfor-
mance*
It is evident then, that not only cioea there seem to be a "typical**
curve among more than half of the subJeotSf but also that the same type
of cuzrve tends to reappear for the same subject with each added per-
fori'ianoe of the experiment.
The three curves representative of each subject for his three
performances of the experiment naturally show individual variations*
Thus, the curve of Subject 1 for his first performance shows a very
slight rise, followed by a gradual drop, ending with another ^aducl
rise. The curve for his second performance begins with an abrupt rise*
The curve for his second perfo *manoe begins with an abrupt rise, fol-
lows with a gradual drop and then gradually rises again* The cuinre
for his third performance aiakes a gradual initial rise, followed by
another gradual riae, and finally ends with a slight drop* Any sub-
ject taken at random, shows variations of this type between different
45,
p«rforsaiice6 to u ^rtiater or leaser degree.
A etudy of the Icdirlduel meen eooree for eeeh eubjeet tnakee
tbe eii&lyfiiii vhioh will follovf rore clcter* Teble 3 gives the mden
scores for seeL su^jtct obteinefi under different amounts of osone.
Study of the date contained Ih thi& tcible eives tte follov^lcg re*-
suits for eecL subject*
Subject 1 s^ows fi m^h ir-cre^se of 7, ond 9 |>oints in score
with ssinismm, sioderctte nrd raxiistia sftomits of c^one^ rospectirely.
SlxsCG ^ s:eon inore^ise or decretee of 3 points i& m^U er40utjh to be
ftdequately acoounted for on the be&is of cbtknce factors, it is ooQ«*
&i^ored inai^Lific&iit ?rhsrs Individual ai&^s are ooncer&ed* The i&<ean
iuoreusos of 7 &nd 0 points* hoiffever» are too laz^e to be explaine4
in this way,
iSubJect 8 8ho««s a oean inerease of 12 and 10 pointe vith alnimua
end sttxlnon ar^ounts of C£o&a» rc*spectiv«»ly» and en insignificant nean
deoroaee of 1 point Y^itb the i^derate amount.
Subject 3 tJhowa a swan incr««ise of 9» 2 and 7 points with mini-
mmt nederete aud fiaximsa aimnis of oaone, rfiapaotiroly. As ic the
case of Subjocte 1 ^rS. 2» the mttan ic<?rease of 2 points ie too aaall
to be considered significant*
Sttbjeet 4 devistee from the so-called '•typical* ourre by showing
insignificant »ean decreases of 3 points and 1 point mith zainisiua and
moderate as^ounts of ozone reepectiTely^ but an increase of 8 points
«ith the sifixi£^.us^ amount*
Subject 0 al0O daviates froa the •^typical'* curve by showing
siean increases of 3» S e^d H pointa with silnimun. i&oderate and mximm
SBOuXits of oauae, respectively* Here o^s^^in the moan Increase of 3 points
is too sisell for sii^nifleant interpretation*
46
SuLjftCt 6 a&ain r«r«7t£ to the "typlMl* curye V/ showing a
mwn ii;oroase of 5» zn Insi^alfleant mftn decreed^ of 3 end « kmzi
incvw60 of 7 ]r>olnt>s with 3iinl»iufii r'icd^ratt and maxjU^ucs a^unts of
osoce x*€0poctively»
Subject 7 repreeei^tfi aaotl^ar typical oasa by ahovvin^ an inaig-
fiificAuit man irerofi&a of S points* a naan deoroase of 1 point with
la alflo inai£,tiifleant and a filial moan dacra^se of 5 pointa with
nlQi»u&» nod&x-sta and rutiXiisuBi ar^unta of 02;one, respaotlvaly*
Suijaot 6 $hOM e mM IncroeAO of 8, 1 f>nd 3 pointa with
Ainlnau)i> riodartit^ and maxlttuat Amounts of ozone, raai>actiTaly» Aa
with the othor aubjeict^ tho two lattar are oonsiderad inai^niricant
sinaa «ra not ;^ora than 3 pointa*
Subjaot 9 Hhons Insi^lfi^ant mnn. deorafssatf in aoora with
ftinL'>^us3 ^nd 2i&£iiSun asio-ants of osono^ hut a ai^ifioant daeraeaa of
5 pointa with tL^a wodorata amount*
Subject IC sbowa a substantial ^aan incraaaa of 4 and S pointa
with th( two l^rjer aiaoants of ozone, and aa inalgnlfleant Inoreaae
of 3 pointa with a :?«.ini.mm moxmtm
Stt'bjeot 11 flhowa aabstantial 2»«n inore*4»ofl of 9, 7 and 16
pointa for tha rcspeotlTO amourta of 02one«
aubjaot 12 ahowa a ama laoireada of IE pointe, a man deoreaae of
1 point esd a final niaan Increaaa of 17 pointa with ralnlBaiw, mderate
and ir-axiisux 8P:ount£ of ozona» raap«ctlTaly«
Subject 13 afaowa asaienifioant mean Incraaaa of 9 pointa with e
ainlaaaai amount of ozuna, but no sii^alfioant chsnge rith aodaratd and
maaitJBH! aeounta.
47.
Ststed in t«n«i8 of per o«nt thd followlog results ti&ro obtained!
nth the minlsuA aiaount of ozone 11 subjecta, compriwlng 84.6 per cent
of the ^oup» show tt Biean icoreeee of 7 points or S«4 per cent over
acorea attained with no ostone. The other Z subJeota» oonsprisimg the
resoaining per cent of the ^roup, ahow a &ean deoreaae of 3 pointa
or a drop of 1*6 per eent below aoorea attained with no ozone. The
mean score for the 13 aubjeeta t^ken collectively with no ozone ia 183;
with a minismn amount of osone thia aoore beooaaa 189 » a aean iLcrease
of 3*8 per oent*
With the moderate anount of ozone 6 aubjeeta, eompriaine 46«S par
cant of the grouR show a Man inoreaae of 3 pointa or 1«6 per cent over
achora attained with no osone. de other 7 aubjeota, oompriaing the
reMining 53«8 per cent of the £^upi show a mean deoreaae of tiro points
or 1.1 per cent ea oompared with aoorea attained with no ossone* The
seen aoore f<n* the 13 aubjeota taken oolleotive]^ is the eame with the
soderate amount of ozone aa it la with no o^one*
l^itb the mxlxntion amount of ozone 10 aubjeota. eompriaing 76*9
per cent of the eroup, ahow a mean inereeae of 9 pointa or 4.8 per cent
over aoorea attained with no ozone. Tm aubjeota^ oompriding 15*4 per
oent of the t^x^oup, ahow a nean deoreaae of 4 pointa or S.l per oent*
The one renaining aubjeot ahowa no ohani^e in aoore. 1%e 13 aubjeota
taken oolleotively, Bhom a mean acore of 139. which ia a siean inoreaae
of 6 pointa or 3«6 par cent over the mean acore attained with no ozone*
In atraamrizinc; the reaulta for the 13 aubjeota as a 4^up. it ia
found that with a minlmm aoount of ozone 8 of the 13 subjects ahow
aubatantial xsaan inoreaae over aoorea attained with no ozone (aore than
3 pointa); none ahow a significant decrease*
with ii zaodercite amount of ozona 9 subjaots show no substantial
darlation from sooraa obtalnad with no ozona; 3 aubjaota ahow a aig«
nifioant inoraaae and 1 aubjaot ahowa a deoraasa*
With a asazinum amount of oaona 9 subjacta abow ai^ifleant
inoraaaa orar acorae attalnad with no oaona; ona aubjaot ahova a
a ai^nifloant daoraaaa and 3 aubjaota show no appr«»aiabla ehanga*
Of tha 13 aubjaota » only Subject 11 ahowa aie&ifleant maan in*
eraaaaa with all thraa amounts of ozona. Fiva aubjaota (1^ S, 3»
6 and 18) ahow aienifioant saan ineraaaaa with a ffllnl«um and BaaxiBBua
aaottnt of oaona; hoi^avar* theaa B&m S aubjaota ahow no appraoiabia
ohan^sS in aoora with modarata amountat aubjaota 8 and 13 ahow ssaan
inaraaaaa with minimi* aaounta of ozona, but no ohan^a In aoora with
mocarata and isazizmm amounta* Subjaota 5 and 10 ahow no otonea in
aoora with miniffiuffl amounta of 02ona» but aignifioant inoraaaaa ^itb
nodarata and aazisnua amounta* Tm of the raT&aining aubjaota ( 7 and
9} ahow signifioant soaan daoreasaa with maxisnum ezid modarata aisounta
of ozom; otharwiaa their aeorea ahow no appraoiabla ehanga* Subject
4 ahowa no ohanga azoept with tsazieuiffi amounts of 02ona» in whioh case
hia soora ino eas«a«
The diacuaaion of roaulta given in tha pracadlne paragraphs
amj^aiaea one point in partioular; oaiaaly* tha preaenea of great in->
dividual diffaranoea. Howeveri in apite of theaa dlfferanoea oertain
tandeneieo can be diaoerned» tha moat erident of whleh la for a
limited £^oup of studenta to inoraaaa their acorea with mininutt and
mafflmMW amounta of ozone but to ahow no ai^nificant ohani^e with nod*
erate amounts*
It is likely that suoh f6otor» m ohaBoa, AueEostlbility, emo*
tional condition at tl^ of teatiia^ and motivation oontributed to
the inoonsitftenoy of results. But why many of the subjeots ehould
inoreaee their eooree with miniimim and mexlmm esaounts of ozone»
yet show no ir.prove^nt with the noderete amount » le difficult to
explain*
Ae Mntioned earlier the fonaulae fopr reduction to equiTolente
i»ere doTOloped from seoree obtained by hi^ school students* It is
possible that using them with hleher scores raay have resulted in
Qosnn of the unexplained variation*
Furthesrmore^ the drop in scores with the sioderate aiitount of
02one mi£;ht be explained at least In ^rt by physioal fati^ixe and
emotional strain at tim of testing. At this tiioe for a period of
about a week students eoxxsistently eotaplained of a ^^at ssany hour
exeainations and consequent lack of sleep*
The specifio conclusion to be drawn from the evidence whioh has
been presented is that jaental efficieney is not impaired by the
presence of limited asiounts of oxone such as were used in this exper*
imeiit* Another point to be emphasized is that in the presence of the
maxiinuK amount of ozoi^ there was no drop in scoree but a rather pro«
nounoed increase in performance*
A Tsbular and Grapblo&l PreMntatiOB of Results
for
Test of Dlsoriaination of Auditory Intensity*
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B« DlaouaBlon and Intarpratatlon of Hoaulta for Teat of Dlaorlm-
Ination of Auditory Inteaalty*
A atody of the ounraa in ?i^r« 2 BlwmB that thara ia no
typical ourra saionz indlviduale for parformanca in tha Teat for Dia-
origination of Auditory Intansity. ObaerTo, for axampla, tha diffaract
tranda in tha ourvaa for Subjact 2 (figura 2), Subjaot 7 {Figura 2)
and Subjaot IS (Figura 2)» In tha firat parformanoa Subjaot £ bagina
with an initial ride follomd by two auooaaeiTa dropa* Subjaot 7 on
tha othor band bagina with a alight drop» oontinuaa to drop atill
furthar and enda with a alight riaa; Subject 12 takes an initial
drop, Btaintaina tha aaaa leral of parforjuanoa and than ahowa a
aliebt riaa* Furthar study ahowa that alinoat any othar thraa aub*
Jaota» takan at randon^ aridanoa atoilar rariationa*
Another point to ba amphaaig&ad ia that in tha s»iJority of oaaaa
there ia no cunra whieh may ba oallad typical or oharaotaristio of any
aubjeot* Thua, in the thraa parforssancaa of tha experisant Subjaot 1
(Figure 2) produoea three ourvaa whioh bear very little if any rasaat*
blanoe to eaoh other* Only in tha oaae of Subjacta 3, 4, 10 and 11
ia there any aemblanoe of uniformity among the conrea for the three
performanoaa of tha experiment* Becauae of thia laok of oonsiatenoy
in parforsanoea, the curve repraaanting the mean scores for the three
perfomanoee ia taken aa being siOBt oharaotariatic of eaoh aubjeot*
Soi&e aiAilarity ia praaent in the curvea repreaentinc: the mean for the
three performnoea for dubjeota 1» 2» 5» 6» 6, 10 and 11 which tend
to abow an initial riae, followed by a decline or a plateau; however,
after thia point baa been reached they tend to regain thair individual*-
Ity and loae moat of their aiRilarlty*
54
tteble 6 »hows %hm m^n ftcora for each «ubJ«ot for threa perfor*
Mnc«8« Malysia of tba Individual mean soorafi ^^Ivas tha followlne
remits for aaoh subject
t
Sabjaot 1 shoive a mean inoreasa of 2, 8 and 3 errors *tlth mln-
iacoBi, noderata siaxiinuis amoasta of osona, raspaotlTaly*
Subject 8 follovs Irs mch the aama sensLsr ahowlug a sMan in*
oraaaa of 4» 3 nnd S errors for the three different amounts of oaona*
dubjaot 3 shocks a mean deore^aa of one error with the ralnlssiua
amount of 020M» but a Keen inoz^aaae of two errors end one error viith
the K«>derate ead aaxiaEOir. aisountA* respectirely*
Subject 4 sbowa a aiaan inoreasa of 3 and S errors with the nini-
ttsm and moderate amounts of osone* but shows no oharoge with the eaxl-
SRSB amount*
Subject 3 ahows i&ean inoraaaes of 3f 3 and 4 errors with the
eoxTaspondin^ ar^ounts of ozone*
Object 6 shows a risan inoreasa of one error ?rith a ninimiBa
amount of oaione» no change with a moderate amount, and a oaan deoreaae
of one error with a tsaxisam ax&ount*
Subject 7 reprasanta the firat ease to show a persistant mean
deereesa in error with all three amounts of oxona* This mean deoreaae
consists of £, S and 3 errors*
Subject 8 shows a 3»an increase of one error with the £alniz&us& amount
of ozone, then a mean decrease of S errors with both the moderate and
the maxlJBQB aKounts of oxone*
Subject 9 ehows no change in soore with the icinimua amount of ozone,
a aiean deoreaae of 2 errors with the moderate amount and a mean decreoae
of one error with the maxisann aaoxiat*
Bubjeot 10 shows a mmn Inoreee* of 2 errors and one error nith
alElmum end moderate anounts of ozone » and no ctonge in perforinanoe
with the maxlftUA as^unt*
aubjeot 11 shows a mean iaoreaee of one error with a miniRiaa
mount of oasone, a Keen increase of two errors with a r^oderate
amount and no ohan«se with the maxinum amount*
Subject 12 shows a mean deoreaee of one eriror with a RininRUB
Mount of osone» no change in score with a s^derstte ajaount and a
nean inoreeae of one error with the gi^axisauia amount*
3ubjeot 15 shows a siaan decrease of one error with a miniaaum
asount of esone, no change in soore with a fnoderate s^^ount^ end a
Mean inorease of one error with a smziaun a»ount*
Stated in per cent, the miniauEa ai&ount of ozone with 8 subjeots»
coii^prising 61.S per cent of the group* show a asean increz^tse of 2 points
(errors) or 33*3 per cent in soore over scores attained with no osone.
Four other subjects, comprising 3C«8 per oent of the ^oup, shiow a
Man decrease of two points (errors) or S8«6 per cent in soore as
ooaapared wit^ scores attained with no ozone* One subject shows no
change in aoora* The 13 subjects taken collectively, show a meen
score of 6 points (errors) with no ozone { this is increased to 7
points with the s&iniisua amount of o^one, a man inereaae of 16*6 per
oent in score (error)*
With the moderate amunt of osone 6 aubjects, ecMsprisinG 46*2
per cent of thm group, show a mm increase of 3 points (errors)
or 75 per cent over scores attained with no osone* Four other sub-
Jeots, CGcjprisine 30#a per oent of the ^roup, show a mean deoreaee
of e points (errors) or 25 per oent aa ocn&pared with aoores attained
with no ozone* The three other subjects, coaprisine the remaining
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23.1 per cast 6f the croup, show no ohang;e In soore. The 13 subjects
titken ooUectively show a mesn soore of 7 poi]:it8i a meau increase
of 1 point (error) or 16*6 per cent orer tiie soore sttained xiXth qv
ozone*
With the maxismm amount of ozone 6 subjects
»
oomprisin^s 46«2
per cent of the ^oup» show a mean increase of 2 points (errors)
or 40 per cent orer soorea attained with no ozone. Four other
subjeotSt oumprisin^^ 30*8 per cent of the group, show a mean
decrease of 2 points (errors) or 20 per cent as compared with scores
attained with no ozone* Three other subjects
»
oo^aprising the remain*
ing £3.1 per cent of the ^proup show the same mean scores as those attained
with no ozone* The 13 subjects taken ooUeotixrely show a saeen score
of 7 points, a mean increase of 16*6 per cent over scores attained
with no ozone*
In sussBsrizing the results for the IZ subjects as a group it is
found that with a minisaum amount of ozone 6 subjects show a mean
increase in errors; of these Q subjects, 5 show mean Increases of 2
or more errors; the remaining 3 subjects show mean Increases of only
one error* Four subjects show a mean decrease in error; however,
of these 4 subjects only one shows a mean decrease of more than one
error* One subject shows no change in score*
With the moderate amount of ozone 6 subjects show mean increases
in error* Five of these Bhow mean increases of more than one error*
Four other subjects show mean decreases of more than one error, while
the remaining 3 subjects show no chatu^e in aco'i'e*
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Sabjeots 1» 4» and S show a mMn InoreuM of moT^ than ono
»rror with ell three oaounts of ozone* Subjoct 7 provldee tho only case
shCHlo^ a mu9c decrease of Eaore than one error vitb eeoh of tlbe three
dlffereat amoiinte of ozone* 3ubjeote Z and 6 maintain & rather
co&ai6tout level of perforiranoe* with eaoh of the diffez'ent amou&te
of 02one» ahowlDe both inoreaee exitd deereases howerer^ none of the
varlatio»a lAvom hy theae 2 aubjeeto azoeed one error* Subjeota
8 and 11 both show a nean Inereaee of one error with the xniniiiAitt
amount of o^ne» follomd b;^ iiean deere^aea of more then one error
with the m>dtiirate amount of osone; with the ataxisiim amount of ozone*
SabJeat 8 eoiitlrmea to show e tf^n decreaae of more than one error
»
whereaa Bubjeet 11 reverta to hla noj^el score* Of the £ renalnln^
eaaetft 3ubJeot 9 ahovrn a man deoreaae of snore than one error with
the i^ode^'atti amount of 02one> no change in score vrlth the ninisun
amount , and a ^ean deorease of one error with the ffiaximta^ amount*
iSubjeot 10 ahowa mean increaaea in aoore f^ith both ninimtaa and
nu^eriAte ain<^ta of o£;one, and no change ^ith the mximm amount*
Tt% acalyaia of clata ^iven in the preoeetfLlns pe^ea ahoiva the
0xiat<axide of tmo tend^noiea when all 3L3 subjeete are oonaidered as
a ip^>ap»
The firat H aubjeeta alc^oat invariably have a tendency to
inoreciae uhe number oi' their arrora with eaoh of the three asiounta
of OZ02W* For the moat part, the mma inoreaee in the number of
arrora exoeeda one for theae aubjeota*
Tlie recaaiBing 8 aubjeeta tend to mintatn about the aam lerel
of perforr-anoe vith the different amounta of ozone aa they do with
no osone} there are* of courae, individual variationa, aome aubjeeta
alioviug a sli^^t inoreaso in srror at one tisio, and a sll(;ht
dooreaaa at anothor* In general their aoorea do not lend thea-
selves to collective treetiaent^ and are characterized by indi<*
Tidual differenoes whioh seem to exert their influence at ran*
doa*
Doubtlessly some of the ineonsistenciee in score might
be attributed to chance factors; other might be clue to the
de^ee of willinsnosa of the subject to concentrate* Several
of the subjects laughingly passed the roaork that they were
getting 80 they could hear the records in their sleep » thus
indicating that the repeated playing of the records was aonoto*
nous. The j^^oneral physical condition of the students, subject
to variLitions due to the Irregularities of college life» my
have caused eoine of the inconsistonciea*
Since the majority of the subjects ^re unaffected by ozone
Insofar as auditory discriiuin«ition was concerned » it is safe to
conclude that the presence of smll amounts of ozone such as used
in this experiment exert no harmful effect on auditory discrimina*-
tion*
Although several subjects did make appreciable increases or
decreases in error, their scores did not indicate any definite
tendency which could be accurately interpreted*
tubular and Oraphic&l Freaentation of Raaulte
for
Taat of Spaad and Aoouraey of Tapping.
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Showing nMtk aooro of aaeh aubjeot for thrM pOTfornaiioet la
•pMd of tapplag par thirty moodAs oador Yarying anoaats of
oaoaa*
MiniBUBi Uoderata Maxiaum
Ho* of Ho Osona Amooat Afflouat Aaouat
Subjeot of Oaoaa of Oaoao of Ozone
178 178 179 180
a ISB 184 18S 181
t ISB 188% 199 187
1S4 181 184 198
• 197 804 208 204
• 170* 168* 173* 170*
f 178 188 180 183
t 178 178 187 181
f m a2s 817 880
u IM* 189* 184* 179*
u 801 809 208 198
it 808 81S 8S0 888
u 174 148 187 1$S
Haaa for Oroup 190 190 190 190
*Mdaa acoro for two porforoaaoea; aubjeet failod to appear
for tblra performanoe*
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B. Disous0ioxi and Interpretation of Results for Test of Speed
end Aoouraay of Tapping*
A study of the individual curros (representing the first, second
and third performances of the experiment for each subject) as they
appear in Figure 3 illustrates the wide rariability in aohieTement
of eaeh subject; such individualized curves mke collective treat**
ment impossible* Sinoe averec^ing tends to siaooth out daily irregu«
laritieSi the curve for each subject representing the mean for the
3 perforsianoes can be considered as being most nearly Indicative of
that individual's performance* On the following i^ges is ^iven an
explanation of the data contained in Table 12, which [tItbs the mean
score of eaeh subject for 3 perforrrtences in speed of tailing*
Subject 1 shows no change in score with the minisium amount of
ozone, and a ssean increase of 1 and 2 points with moderate and maz*
inuffi amounts, 3re8peotively*
Object 2 shows a mean decrease of 1, 3 and 4 points with mini*
mum, moderate and maximum amounts of ozone, respectively*
Subject 3 shows mean increases of 1 point, 8 points and 2 points
with minimum, moderate and maximum amounts of ozone.
Subject 4 shows a mean decrease of 3 points with the minimum
amount of osone, no change with the moderate amount*
Subject 5 shows mean increases of 7, 5 and 7 points with minimum,
moderate and maximum amounts of osone, respectively*
Subject 5 tends to maintain a fairly ooDSietent level «f perfor-
Biance by showing a mean decrease of 2 points with the minimum amount
of ozone, a mean increase of 3 points with the moderate amount, and no
change in score with the maximum amount*
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dabJ«ot ? shows a Rsen inorsase of 10 points » Z points and
5 points with ths thrse different amounts of o?one»
Subject 6 shows «)0 ohan^^e in score vith the smallest aciount
of ozone» but a mean increase of 9 and 3 points with the tro
greater amounts*
Subject 9 presents an extreme case by showing:; lar^ mean
deorsases of 14> 19 and 16 points with sinimuAi ffioderate and
naxinum asiounts of oaone* respeotlvely*
Subject 10 follows in much the Bm9 r^mier as Subject 9 by
sbmine aean deereases of 7, IS and 17 points with idni»um, .^d«
erate and raaximm amounts of ozone, respeotively*
Subject 11 shows a nean increase of 3 points iNiith the Ainimua
amount of osone, but mean deoressea of 4 hvA B points nith the two
larger aaounts*
Subject 1£ represents another extreme oaue by showing lar^e
mean increases of 7, 24 and 16 points ^ith minismm, moderstte and
laaxixsua anounts of oz^one*
Subject 13 presents another neftative case by showing large
mean deoreaaes of 6, 17 and 6 points with the S different assounte
of osone*
In terse of per cent it is found that with the s^inisiun amount
of o&one 9 subjects, comprising 58*5 per cent of the o^z'oup show a
MSB increase of 6 points or 3«0 per cent over scores attained with
no ozone* Six other subjeota, oomprislne 46*& per cent of the c:roup»
show e men decrease of 9 points or 4«7 per cent as oo^^^parei! with
scores attained with no osoue* The two othe^- 3ubj«ots show no
chaise in score. The IS subjects taken eollectiTely, show a m^an
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aoore of 190 with no oaK>n«i; mith the mlninua assount of ozom thla
SMD 0oor« raKfiins at 190*
filth thft noderate sAOunt of 0£cne 7 6ubj«Qt8» compriaine 55*6
p«r oent of tb» group, ahow a i&m& ifioreaaa of 7 polnta or 3«6 par
oant ovar aeoraa attainad with no osox»« Fiva othar aubjactai oom-*
priaing 38*6 par oant of tha group* ahow a 2»an daoraaaa of 11 polnta
or S«S par oant aa compared with aooras attainad with no osona* Ona
aubjoct ahova no ohax^a in aoora* Tha 13 subjaots tekan oollactiiraly»
abotr a man aoora of 190 > whieh la tha aasa ee tha maan aooraa
attainad with no ozone and with tha ninintsa ai^oimt of osona*
With tha zsazimma aaount of oxona 7 subjaota, eomi^riaing 53*8
per oant of tha ip^^P* ^ mean Inoraaaa of 6 polnta or 3«S
par oant orar aooras attained with no ozone. FIto other eubjaota,
eoiapriaine 39«9 par oant of tha group » ahow a mean daoraaae of
10 pointa or 6*0 par oant below that attained with no ozone. One
aubjeot ahowa no change in aeore. The 13 subjaota taken oolleotirely
ahov a »aan auora of 190, whioh ia the aaaae ae the mean aooraa attained
with no oaone end also with tha ainlxmss end isodarate ari^nta of osone*
The 13 aubjeota taken fron the ^^roup etandpoint my be sus^rized
|
aa followat
I
I
with the einiisftm anount of osone 5 aubjeota ahow mean iKcraaaaa
i
in acore ranging from 1 to 10 pointa* Six other aubjeota show seen
dacreaaea in score ran^^ln^^ from 1 to 14 pointa« Two subjects show
no change in aoore*
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With the modomte o&ount of ozoxm 7 atibjacts show man inortaBea
In doom ran£lii^; from 1 to 24 points. Five other aubjeots show vtwn
deoreesas in score ranging: from 3 to 19 poiuta» One auhjeot ehotra no
ohaJCLge in aoore*
With the siaxiffium estount of ozotm 7 subjects s^ow nean increeaea
in aoore reni^ing from S to 16 pointa« Five other suhjeota ahon isean
decreaeea ran^^ing trom 4 to 17 points* One subject shows uo ohan^a
in score*
Further analysis of the date given in Teble IS shows that
Subjects 1» 3, 5, 7» 8 end 1£ ali^st inyariebly produce hi^er aeen
soorea with all three emounts of ossone than they do with no ossone;
the only exceptions to this state^aent occur when 3ubJeote 1 and 8
show no change in score with a ninimai amount of ozone* On the
other hand, Subjects 9, 10 and 13 show aean decreases in score
with all three amounts of ozone* The reeiainins 3 subjects (Number
4| 6 and 11} ahow »ean aoorea which Tary in both positive and nega-
tive directions*
The number of aubjeots showing improv<»^^nt in scores is 6,
whereas the number who show decreases in scores is 4; the reir^elning
9 subjects fluctuate incozisiatently* at one tiae showing increases 1
and at other tinss showing deoresses in score*
In all probability these lar^^e and inconsistent differences in
scores can be attributed to the Influence of chance factors* Since
the number of triala given eeoh subject was of neeeesiry limited, the
factor of chenoe could essily cause distortion of x^sults such as
would not appear with more nuzoerous trials*
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Jn oonoluslon then, it osn b« 8tBt«d that the dlaorapeaolea
in ficorea ar« explait&dd by the influenoe of ohanoe feotors and that
the preeeuoe ot ozone exerte &o algniflGeBt effect on epeed of
teppiac;;.
fable 13 (A) oonteins data for aoouraoy of tapping* The out*
standing oonoluslon reeehed fSfOm a attidy of this table ie that prao«
tloe oauaee marked improvement in aocuraoy of tapping* Almoat every
eubjeot ahcme improvement in aooura<Qr» inoluding even thoee who
alao ahov inoreaae in apeod of tapping* Further analyals of the
data in Table 13 (A) fl^ume that although there are periods when
som subjeots show deorease in aoouraoy even with prflotioe, in
general the tendenoy la to deoreaee the number of ^^isaes" as the
aubjeot progresses from the first to the later performanoes* Al*
though Subjeots £, 3> 4» 8 and 9 do show a tendency to inerease the
number of their ^mlases* during the eeoond perforrasnoe, a study of
their scores shoms that this tendency can be eeoounted for on the
basis of increased speed with o^ssQuent decrMse in eocuracy* The
data for the third perfor^anoe indioatea that d deorease in ^Aisses*
so laro^ as to sake the number of ^fmisaes* almost negligible* >
The one exception to tbia stateiaent is found in the case of
I
Subject 11 who continues to show n lar^se number of nisstes even with
j
continued practice* This deviation can be eiQplained by the fact that
thia aubjeot was affected with a slight tremor of the Itand which he
could not control*
Further study of the aoores shows that the number of "^misses'*
consistently decreases with each added performance of the ^xperinent;
the amount of deoreeae» however, remaina the same in the presence of
ozone aa it does in the abssnce* It can be concluded then, that acou-»
racy of tappine increase with practice aiut that the presence of
oaone has neither posltire nor negative effect on this function.
A Tabular and Graphical Prasantatlon of Results
for
Test of Haad oteadinesa*
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TABLS 18
Showing aaon Mora of moIi eubjeet tor thr^m porfonBanoas in
tost of hand oteedinesc under Tarylsg aaounta of osoaa*
MlniMm Moderata MaziBUUi
Ro. of Ko Ozoaa Aaou&t Aoou&t Aaouat
SQbJaot of Osona of Osona of Oaona
1 4.6 4.8 4.7 4.8
e S.O 8.3 4.8 5.5
s 6.9 7.0 6.9
4 8.e 8.1 8.5 7.5
8 8.4 8.6 8.9 5.9
• 8.1* 3,7* 8.7* 3.8*
8.5 7.0 6.1 6.1
• 8.6 4.9 4.6 4.7
9 8.1 7.8 8.6 8.5
10 4.8* 7.8* 7.7* 7.7*
U 8.8 8.0 1.9 3.8
IS 6.8 6.4 6.6 5.8
18 7.8 6.8 6.8 6.8
Maaa for Oroup 6.8 5.8 5.7 9*8
*lfaan aoora for two parforaanoaa; aabjaet failad to appaar
tm third parforaanoa.
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B» DiBOussion and Interpretation of Reeulta for Tdst of Hand
Stoadiness*
Caroful scrutiny of the curves of Figure 4, represent ine the
scores for Test of Hand Steadiness falls to reveal any signifloant
elnilarlty in curves, l&ck of any curve whloh tends to be represent
tative for the whole oroup again makes necessary individual treat-
ment of subjects. Only by this sneans can tendsnoies be observed
which are indiscernible when the data is treated collectively.
Analysis of the data in Talbe 13, which gives nean scores of
each subject for the 3 perforssances of the experiment shows the
following results t
Subjects 5 I 7 and 10 show mean increases in score with all
3 arounts of ozone. These inoreuses range from 0.£ to 1.5 points.
Thus Subject 5 shows inean increases of 0.2» 0.5 and 0.5 points with
alni2sum» moderate and maximum amounts of ozone, respectively. Sub-
ject 7 shows an initial mean increase of 1.5 points with the minimim
amount of ozone, and snaller mean increases of 0.6 and 0.6 points with
the 2 larger amounts of ozone. Subject 10 whows an initial mean in-
oreaae of 0.6 points, followed by mean Increases of 0.9 and 0.9 points
with the three amounts of ozone.
Subjects 3, 8, 12 and 13 on the other hand show mean decreases
In score with all 3 a^nounts of ozone. These mean decreases range
from 0.1 to 0.9 points; in degree they vary with each subject. Thus
Subject 3 maintains a rather consistent level of performance with
mean decreases of 0.7, 0.6 and 0«7 points for mlni3nun, moderate and
aaxlmum amounts of ozone, respectively. Subject 6 follows in similar
manner with mean decreases of 0.6, 0.9 and O.S points for the 3 amounta
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Of 02on«* Subject 12 Tariee to e greatsr de^M by sbovla^ smin
deOTMMft of 0*1, 0«1 and 0.7 poittta* Siibjaot 13 abowa a parala*
tent mean dooraaa© of 0»8 points for all 3 awounta of oaona*
The raisainlna aubjoota (NUmbar 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 and 11) afaow oaan
varlatlo&a whioh ara both posltiTa aod xiaeativa* Of tha subjaota
joat llatad Nimbar 1, 4^ 9 and 11 ahoir man daoraaeaa of 0*3, 0*1,
0*6 aod 0«S polnta raapeotivaly with the minimim amount of ozona;
dubjaota 8 and 6 ahow oaac incraaaea of 0*3 and 0«6 polnta rea^o--
tivaly vrlth th# ssinlmuffi amount of ozo&a.
iith tha moderate aiaount of oaone Subjaota 1, 4 and 9 ahow
mean inoreasea of 1«1» 0*3 and 0*8 polnta raapeotivaly; Subjaota S,
6 and 11 ahow Keen deasreaaea of 0*S, 0*4 and 0.3 polnta, reapao-
tlvcly»
With tha inaxlnun mount of ozone Subjaota 6> 9 and 11 show
aaaa Inoreaaaa of 0«5t 0»1» 0*4 and 0«1 polnta, raapaetiiraly; while
3ubjecta 1 and 4 show sfieen daereaaea of 0«3 and 0»7 points* reapao-
tivaly*
iith the eiinlmius as&ount of os&cne 5 aubjacta» ooir.pridlng 3df5
per oent of the group, ahow a mean isoreaae of 0*6 polnta or U.S
par oant over sooraa attained with no ozone* Tha 8 other subjaota,
eomprlalng the ra&salnin^^ 61«& per oent of the ^oup, ahow a aaan
deoreaae of 0*4 polnta or 6*4 par oent below aooraa attained with no
ozone* The 13 subjaota taken oolleotively ahow a mean aeore of S«8
polnta withcmt oaone; with the nlnimum amount of oaone thla aoore
reMliie the aaoe*
With the moderate amount of oaone 6 aubjaota, ooxnprlaing 46*2
per cent of the group ahow a meen Inoraeae of 0«5 polnta or 7*8 par
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cent oir«r soores attained with no osone* The other 7 subjootSf
oozapz'ising the remaining 33,d per cent of the group, show e mean
deoreaae of 0.6 pointa or 11*S per oeni below that attained with
no osone* The 15 subjects taken colleotively show a aear score
of 5*7 points^ a deoretise of 0*1 points or 1«7 per cent helow that
attained Kith no ozone*
With the minimus amount of oc^one 7 subjects, cc^prlsing
per cent of the group, show a mean inerefese of 0.5 points or 9*7
per cent orer aoorea attained T^ith no o:sone« Th^ other G mbjeota^
eompriaing the remaining 46«2 per cent of the group, show a mean
deoreaae of 0«6 pointa or 0*0 per cent halow soores attained with
no ozone* The 15 aubjecta taken colleoti'rely ahow a ^&an score of
5*8 pointa which is the aac&e &a tha m.ean acor@ attained ^'ithout
osone*
The erxalysia ^iven in the preoediut^ paragraphs indlGates the
greet Tarlatlon of scores* For an explanation of this Yaristion of
results auoh factors as daily variatioixe in body efficienoyi ohanoe
end emotional condition of the subjeot mat be taken into account*
In conclusion, it can only be said that whatever influence osone does
exert on hand steadiness is lar^ly dependent on the particular person
subjected to its influence* There Is no evidence which indicates that
it either consistently increases or decreases hand steadiness*
A* Diacusslon and A&ftXysis of Introspeotive
Deterfflination of Affective Results of Oaone
on Different Individuals.
The table ^iven on the following page shows the individual
aubjeotive estir^etea of how each aiember of the Philosophy class rated
hiinself with respect t^s to how he felt when the class ended on that
particular rtorninc* Estii&ates were based on a scale ranging from one
to ten; fire was considered the norm representing the average feeling
of well bain^;; in a similar i&amieri a self*ratine of one indicated
that the subject felt far below par, while a ratings of ten indicated
that h» felt exceptionally well. The order in which the laboratory
conditions (different amoimts of ozone) were varied for sucoesaire
meetin^a of the class is listed belovs
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
liohth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelvth
time olaas met minimum amount of osone
BsCi^erate *• w »
muxljuum n » «
fe'aa:i2iua! www
no ozone * • »
laaxUmm n n m
minir-iusi n n n
minimum www
no ozone www
so ozone www
moderate * •
laodernte www
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A* Di0ou9«ioa bM Analysis of Introap«cilTo Doterailxiatlofl of
Affestive Results of Osoii«»
Tb« two nftie fectors to be considered hture utbi
1» The amount of osone vbich need be i»reeect for
the avera£;e student to detect it*
8. When all eubjeets are ooneidered whet is the
everasje ^ffeotive experienee for no ozone end
the different assounte of Mone*
Teglou and Witheridga eatimte the threshold for keen eense of
•mil to be 0*01 p&rta of ozone per isillion parts of atr* The normal
threshold, readily deteoted by irtoet nonsal peracnSi is ^iven at
O.OIS parte of osone per million parts of air* The upper allovveble
limit in oooupied roosts is 0*04 parts of ozone per million parts of
eir« Mounts of one in excess of those stated above ere considered
objectionable and injurious to all nornal persons*
8/hen ths QenersitOT was operating at its miniaum capacity it
ves found that none of the studentj& could detect the presence of
oxone* Three students stated that they didn*t quite know whether
they could or not* This indicates that the generator was producing
close to 0*01 parts of osone per r>illion parte of air when operating
at ite ainiaun oapaoity, since this is the threshold which is £^iveti
for a keen sense of ssmII*
However» when the generator was operating at one half its nasi*
num capacity, it ms found that 7C5 per cent of the class of 95 students
were definitely able to detect the presence of ozone* This indio&tes
that the snoimt of osone present was close to 0«01B parts of ozone per
million parts of air and this constitutes the amount which need be
present for the average student to detect it*
When the generator was operating at its maximum capacity prae-
tieally all students could detect the presence of ozone • Fovir stu-
dents stated that they could smell something but they were not sure
what it was.
A study of the table of page shows that with no ozone present
12 subjects reported that they felt average in regards to their affec-
tive experience^ 7 subjects reported that they felt above average and
2 subjects reported that they felt below average. These results are
consistent and are what would be expected under the prevailing condi-
tions. No osone was present and the majority of the subjects felt no
change in their affective experience. Those subjects who did report
a change in their affective experience were few in number; furthermore,
the change which they did report was small and could easily be account-
ed for on the basis of dally variations In general well being which are
experienced by all indivlduale. The mean for all students taken as a
group is 5, which is the figure which was chosen to represent the
normal feeling of well being.
With the minimum amount of ozone 9 subjects reported that they
felt average in regards to their affective experience, 6 subjects re-
ported that they had an increased feeling of well being and 7 subjects
reported that they felt below average as regards their affective
experience. The mean score for all subjects taken, together was 5,
which indicates that the group taken as a whole did not experience
any change in feeling. As was the case with no ozone, certain of the
subjects did report an Increased or decreased affective experience,
but the oases were evenly divided and therefore could be adequately
on
accounted for/the basis of chance factors.
191th th« Tfioderate amount of ozom 1£ subJ«ot8 roport«d that
tbey f«lt no chasga In mttmotire ezperione«» 7 aubjeots reported
ar; inoreesad feeling of wll b«ifig and 3 au^aots roportad a da-
0raaa# in tnair faallne ot wall boi&e*
3^ 2&aen tor all aubjaota taican as a group vaa S whioh iadl*
oatM tbat with tha AOdarata amouct of oso&a thara naa no ohanga
ttem tha normal as rae^rda affeetiva a&j^arianaa*
With tha mxisKom amount of o^na 8 aubjaota rap(xrtad no
ohan^ in ihair affactlTO axparlanoa, 11 raported an Inoraaaad
faallng of mil balng and £S au^ota raportad that thay fait a
daoraaaa in thair aftactlva aonditlon* ^a maan for all subjaeta
takan aa a e^oup 5» ahleh is tha aano as that obtalnad under
normal eonditlona*
In auEasarisine tha affoetlTo aa^rianea of all subjaota takan
aa a group with no o:sona and with tha diffarant amounta of oasoMi
It ^a0<»3a0 evidant that in apita of tha faat that thare ara oaaas
iitai^ aoBM aubjaota raport an inoraaaa in affactiva oondition and
othara srhara a dacraaaa ia raportad, tha ^oup as a whola ahowa no
fippraoiabla dairiation from tha norml^ Xn all oaaaa, wbatbar tl^ra
waa a minisaBa^ isodareta or saxiimxa amount of osone prasant, tha
i&aan fw tha ^up waa 5» whieh rapraaanta nox^^l* Tha oonolusion
to ba raaohad ia that abort ti^ axpoaura to amll assounts of aaona
auoh aa vara uaad in this ezparimant> axarta no affaotira raault on
tha individual*
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SOimARY OF C0NCU7310NS
Army Alpha Intelllg;eno« Tost
In general, the dTldenod whloh haa been presented shows
that mental efficieBCy Is not affected by the presenee of
email amounts of ozone such as were used in this experiment.
Althou^ sereral of the subjects did show increases in score
while a few others showed decreases, for the most part^ there
was no significant change in performance when the various
amoxmts of ozone were present*
Test for Discrimination of Auditory Intensity
Although soiae of the subjects did show changes in per«
fonnenoe» these variations tended to become normal when the
arerages for the ^oup were cosiputed* In genera 1» it can
be concluded that concentrations of ozone as low as those
used in this experifflent hare no effect on discrimination of
auditory intensity.
Test for Speed and Accuracy of Tapping
The subjects displayed great variations in scores; these
variations were explained by the influence of chance factors*
In ^enerali it ma found that the presence of limited amounts
of ozone exerts no effect on speed of tapping*
Scores of all subjects showed increase in accuracy of
tapping with practice* Noxie of the subjects, however, showed
increases in accuracy of tapping which were consistent enough
to denote a positive or negative conclusion* The general con-
clusion is that ozone exerts no effect on accuracy of tapping*
Test for Hand Steadiness
It was found that scores were unaffected by the presence
of ozone. There were wide variations among the subjects; how«
erer, when mean scores were computed it was found that the
scores obtained under the different amounts of ozone showed
no marked deTiation from scores obtained with no ozone*
Introspective Determination of Affective Hesults of Ozone
Variations in affective experience were reported by some
of the subjects* However, when mean scores for the group were
computed it was found that scores with the different amounts
of ozone were identical to those obtained with no ozone* The
conclusion is that expos\ire to small amounts of ozone such as
were used in this experiment exerts no affective result on thef
individual*
Suggestions for Further Investigations
Several problems were encountered during this work which led
to the following suggestions for further study:
1* Development of a q.uantltativ6 method for making exact
determinations of low ozone concentrations such as were used in
this experiment* There is much controversy regarding the amount
of atmospheric ozone present at various times of the day and dur-
ing the different seasons of the year* Estimates by different
individuals are at great variance and until this problem is solved
further research in ozone will be seriously impeded*
2* Tujirther analysis of chemical characteristics of ozone*
Such problems as the effect of temperature and humidity on ozone;
and rate of disintegration of ozone are still in a controversial
state and must be solved if progress is to be made*
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